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Does SWFL Eagle Cam's M-15 have a
new girlfriend? What you need to
know about 3 intruders

Published 10:39 a.m. ET Feb. 21, 2023 Updated 10:47 a.m. ET Feb. 21, 2023

Could there already be a new addition to the acclaimed Southwest Florida Eagle
Cam nest? Try three.

Nearly three weeks after beloved matriarch Harriet disappeared from her longtime
North Fort Myers nest, viewers have recently noticed various female eagles
attempting to join newly single father M-15 and eaglets, E21 and E22.

These eagles, all dubbed as a "the frequent visitor", have been tolerated by M-15 so
far. Still rocked by the sudden disappearance of Harriet, many eagle enthusiasts
and fans of the betrothed birds still don't know how to fully feel about the new
ladies surrounding the nest.

The famous Florida eagle went missing from her nest on the Pritchett McSpadden
property on Feb. 2, flying northwest to chase off predators and leaving her mate to
watch over their two eaglets. Livestream operators and wildlife officials banded
together to search the region for any signs of Harriet but came up empty-handed.
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Livestream cofounder Ginnie Pritchett McSpadden spoke to the News-Press
Monday evening about the intruders and gave an update on the nest post-Harriet,
saying both M-15 and the eaglets are thriving.

Here's what we know about the new frequent female intruders shaking things up
for both M-15 and livestream viewers:

When did they appear?

While they have seen a lot of intruder activity since Harriet's disappearance, the
three female eagles started appearing over the past week. Pritchett McSpadden
said they noticed M-15 didn't shoo them away after they had landed and doesn't
seem too worried by their presence near the nest.

How do you tell them apart?

At the moment, Pritchett McSpadden said they are still working on trying to
properly ID the birds. They are watching the cameras and working with
photographers to make sure the eagles are being counted as individual birds.

Their names are short for frequent visitor, currently FV1, FV2 and FV3.
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Two of the eagles have injured talons, which she said they theorize that they might
have previously gotten into a territory fight. She added that they might be coming
to nest as a way to easily get food instead of using their talons since hunting might
be more difficult.

As for the uninjured third eagle, she appeared over the past couple of nights
roosting in the tree branch next to the nest. M-15 has yet to chase her away.

Is M-15 taking a liking to any or all of of them?

Kind of. He hasn't taken a particular liking to either of the three females but has
allowed them near or inside the nest.

Are they a threat to the nest?

So far, so good. However, Pritchett McSpadden said there has been some hostile
moments with some of the intruders stealing the eaglets food or kicking them. Yet,
they haven't caused any major harm or injury to the eaglets or M-15.
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Could any of them actually be Harriet?

Neither of the three females could be Harriet.

Pritchett McSpadden said they have Harriet ID'ed in the past and know her
specific marks, so it was clear that none of the new females were actually Harriet.

With forums and fan pages theorizing, she said they have been working hard to
update the website to give people as much information as they can, including when
the intruders started appearing. She knows it's can be easy for rumors or confusion
to spread when people are watching in real time, especially when fan's emotions
and expectations are high after Harriet.

What are fans saying?

Speaking of fans, they are spilt on how to feel about the new females hanging
around the nest. New photos of the different females come in throughout the days,
examining their differences in appearance and personalities.
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Several posts within Facebook groups are thrilled at the idea that M-15 could have
a new mate once the eaglets get older and fly off. Photos posted by fans show M-15
alongside the different intruder, commenting on how calm he looks.

Others are a bit more cautious of the new birds and show clips of the more chaotic
moments from the intruders, like when one of them kicked E22 in an attempt to
snag some food.

All SWFL Eagle Cam fans agree they are relieved these eagles have not harmed the
eaglets. They are invested in the growth of Harriet's potentially last offspring.

Could any of them potentially be his next mate?

It's definitely possible, she said.

She said it's in his DNA to move on, though they don't know the exact timeline for
that. It could be in the next few weeks or next few months.
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What's next for the nest?

Right now, it's just a waiting game to see what happens next. Pritchett McSpadden
said they have been shocked and amazed about everything that has happened
within the past few weeks, so they are interested to see what else unfolds.

With growing interest of the nest, she asks that in-person viewers give the eagles
their space and not overcrowd the area surrounding the nest. She said she doesn't
want to discourage people from visiting M-15 and the eaglets, just to be mindful of
the traffic it creates around the nest and remember that the best view is always on
the livestream.

As for other reminders, she continues to ask those visiting to not leave food for the
eagles, saying it does a lot more harm than good. Plus, the Florida Fish & Wildlife
Conservation Commission could get involved.

Samantha Neely
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